Abstract-In this paper, we study the problem of privacy information leakage in a smart grid. The privacy risk is assumed to be caused by an unauthorized binary hypothesis testing of the consumer's behaviour based on the smart meter readings of energy supplies from the energy provider. Another energy supplies are produced by an alternative energy source. A controller equipped with an energy storage device manages the energy inflows to satisfy the energy demand of the consumer. We study the optimal energy control strategy which minimizes the asymptotic exponential decay rate of the minimum Type II error probability in the unauthorized hypothesis testing to suppress the privacy risk. Our study shows that the cardinality of the energy supplies from the energy provider for the optimal control strategy is no more than two. This result implies a simple objective of the optimal energy control strategy. When additional side information is available for the adversary, the optimal control strategy and privacy risk are compared with the case of leaking smart meter readings to the adversary only.
I. INTRODUCTION
A smart grid is an energy network which manages the energy generation and distribution more efficiently following the real-time consumer's energy demand through control and communication technologies [1] . Benefited from the smart grid, the energy efficiency can be improved; the reliability and robustness can be enhanced; and the costs of the energy provider and consumer can be reduced. However, these benefits come with privacy challenges in the smart grid [2] , [3] . In a smart grid, the smart meter provides real-time information of energy supplies from the energy provider on the demands of the consumer, which can be utilized for unauthorized purposes, e.g., to infer on the private information of the consumer. Regarding the smart meter privacy problem, different privacypreserving schemes are developed. An encryption method was proposed in [4] to protect the privacy of individuals through the neighbor-level data aggregation in smart grids. In [5] , a method was devised to schedule the usage of delay-tolerable appliances to hide the energy consumption characteristics of other appliances. Some works have been done from the information theoretic perspective to measure the privacy risk by the mutual information rate between the energy supplies and demands [1] , [6] - [8] . In [6] , the authors proposed to use a rechargeable battery to hide the private information by distorting the smart meter readings. A similar method studied in [7] was to exploit an alternative energy source. In [1] , the smart meter privacy was protected in the presence of both energy harvesting and storage devices. In [8] , a new framework abstracting both the privacy and utility was presented by using the information theoretic tools and a hidden Markov model. Another smart meter privacy-preserving idea was proposed in Fig. 1 . In the smart grid model, we denote the energy flows by solid arrows and information flows by dashed arrows. The energy demands X T of the consumer (C) are asymptotically satisfied by the energy supplies Y T from the energy provider (EP) and Z T from the alternative energy (AE) source. The energy storage (ES) device works as an agent between the energy inflows and demands. The energy controller determines the energy supply Yt from the energy provider based on the information of energy demand xt, behaviour of the consumer h, and alternative energy inflow zt. The smart meter (SM) readings of energy supplies from the energy provider Y T are assumed to be utilized by an adversary to infer on the behaviour of the consumer by making a guessĤ. The dot arrow represents the side information flow of Zt to the adversary in the later discussion.
[9] to flatten the smart meter readings by utilizing a battery to minimize the variance of energy supplies from the energy provider.
In this paper, we consider a smart grid model in the presence of an alternative energy source and an energy controller equipped with an energy storage device. The smart meter privacy leakage is modelled as an unauthorized NeymanPearson hypothesis testing on a private behaviour of the consumer. Some works have been done to relate the hypothesis testing and privacy risk [10] - [12] . Here, the privacy risk is measured by the asymptotic exponential decay rate of the minimum Type II error probability of the adversary. We study and characterize the optimal energy control strategy which satisfies energy demands and suppresses the privacy risk to the lowest.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: The studied smart grid model is introduced in Section II; the control strategy against the unauthorized hypothesis testing is studied in Section III; and the conclusion is given in Section IV.
In the following, we will denote a random variable by a capital letter, its realization by the lower-case letter, and its definition domain by the corresponding calligraphic letter. Let X T stand for a random vector (X 1 , . . . , X T ) and x T stand for a vector of realizations (x 1 , . . . , x T ).
II. SMART GRID MODEL
In this paper, we consider the smart grid model shown in Figure 1 where the accumulated energy demands and supplies are discretized and reported at discrete times. For the consumer (C), let H defined on the domain H = {h 0 , h 1 } denote the binary behaviour hypothesis. Given each hypothesis realization h, we assume the energy demand X t of the consumer in the time interval t is defined on the domain X and i.i.d. generated according to the pmf p X|H (·|h). In the time interval t, we assume that the energy supply Z t from an alternative energy (AE) source is defined on the domain Z and i.i.d. generated according to the pmf p Z (·). The random energy supply Z t is assumed to be independent of the energy demand X t and hypothesis H. Given x t , z t , and h, the controller requests an energy supply Y t defined on the domain Y from the energy provider (EP) in the time interval t according to the energy control strategy
which is characterized by the pmf p Y |X,Z,H (·|x t , z t , h). The energy inflows y t and z t are stored in an energy storage (ES) device which meets the energy demand x t of the consumer. We consider a privacy leakage problem that the smart meter (SM) readings of energy supplies from the energy provider Y T are utilized by an adversary, which might be the energy provider itself, to infer on the behaviour of the consumer, i.e., to make a guessĤ defined on the domain H.
In this study, we make the following idealistic assumptions on the model:
1) The energy storage device can always satisfy the energy demand x t . 2) In any case of hypothesis h,
The first assumption corresponds to having a powerful energy storage device which itself stores a sufficiently large amount of energy and has a sufficiently large capacity. When the energy inflows y t and z t are not enough, the energy storage device can compensate the energy deficit by its large amount of energy storage. On the contrary, the energy storage device can store the extra energy when the inflows are more than the demand.
The second assumption shows that the energy inflows and the energy demands are asymptotically balanced given any hypothesis h. Due to the law of large number, the second assumption implies
The equation (1) reduces to the constraints on the average energy supply from the energy provider:
The third assumption implies that the energy demand cannot be satisfied by the alternative energy source only. Further, we have
In the next section, we will first formulate the privacy problem and study the optimal control strategy based on the above settings. Later, we will briefly discuss the optimal control strategy when the adversary has side information.
III. ENERGY CONTROL AGAINST HYPOTHESIS TESTING

A. Privacy Risk of Unauthorized Hypothesis Testing
We consider that an adversary has access to the smart meter readings Y T of the energy supplies from the energy provider. In addition, the adversary is informed about the smart grid, i.e., he has the knowledge of the pmfs p X|H , p Z , and p Y |X,Z,H . Based on the intercepted smart meter readings and the knowledge about the smart grid, the adversary infers on the behaviour of the consumer by making a guessĤ. There are two types of errors associated with the adversary's unauthorized binary hypothesis testing:
• Type I error: Make a decision h 1 when h 0 is true; • Type II error: Make a decision h 0 when h 1 is true. In this paper, we assume that the adversary will use the Neyman-Pearson detection approach to minimize the Type II error probability p II = pĤ |H (h 0 |h 1 ) subject to a constraint on the Type I error probability
According to Neyman-Pearson Theorem [13] , the optimal decision strategy for the adversary is a likelihood-ratio test, i.e., he will make a guess h 0 when observing y T in the decision region U h0
where the threshold ψ is determined by the constraint
and the objective to minimize
The minimum Type II error probability p 
It implies that the adversary needs more smart meter readings (a larger T ) in order to achieve a certain p 
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To suppress the privacy risk to the lowest, our objective is to minimize the KL distance D(p Y |H (·|h 0 )||p Y |H (·|h 1 )) so that the adversary needs the maximum number of observations to achieve a certain p min II in the unauthorized Neyman-Pearson hypothesis testing.
B. Optimal Control Strategy
An energy control strategy Γ is characterized by a conditional pmf p Y |X,Z,H . Due to the constraints on the average energy supply from the energy provider in (2), we only discuss 
where
In the privacy-preserving operational sense, we impose the following condition on the optimal energy control strategy Γ * :
If Γ * does not satisfy the condition in (4), the hypothesis realization can be exactly inferred by the adversary when he observes that an energy supply y t from the energy provider is not in the intersection of support sets of pmfs p * Y |H (·|h 0 ) and p * Y |H (·|h 1 ). That is because such an energy supply can be requested in the case of only one hypothesis realization.
For the optimal control strategy Γ * , define its output set
Theorem 1. For the optimal control strategy Γ * , the cardinality of its output satisfies |Y
Proof: The problem (3) is a convex optimization since its feasible region P Y |H is a convex set restricted by linear constraints and its objective KL distance is a convex function of p Y |H . The optimal solution p * Y |H has to satisfy the following necessary KKT conditions (5)-(9).
By introducing Lagrange multipliers λ, w, non-negative {γ y0 } y∈Y , non-negative {γ y1 } y∈Y , v 0 , and
For any y ∈ Y * , the conditions of stationarity and complementary slackness result in
and
From the necessary KKT conditions (8) and (9), it follows that any y ∈ Y * has to satisfy the following equation
Denote the solution set of (10) (9) and (7), it follows that
Therefore, we have v *
According to the conditions in (5), this case corresponds to having equal constraints as f 0 = E(Y |h 0 ) = f = E(Y |h 1 ) = f 1 in the optimization problem. We can achieve any feasible equal constraints by using equal pmfs p *
Finally, we can conclude that the cardinality of the energy supply from the energy provider for the optimal control strategy satisfies |Y * | ≤ 2. Based on Theorem 1, we can discuss the optimal control strategy Γ * in two cases.
The minimum KL distance in this case is r * 
Proof: When |Y * | = 2, we only need to consider candidate sets with two elements as {y i , y j } ⊆ Y. Suppose that y i < y j . To satisfy the constraints in (5), it follows that
Given such a candidate set {y i , y j }, the constraints in (5) and (7) 
Substitute the obtained pmfs into the objective KL distance. The problem (3) then reduces to the following optimization with Y * = {y * i , y * j } as its solution. II of the optimal control strategy relates with the constraints on the average energy supply from the energy provider (f 0 , f 1 ). This relation is illustrated in Figure 2 through a numerical example.
C. Unauthorized Hypothesis Testing with Side Information
In the previous discussion, the adversary makes the binary hypothesis testing only based on the intercepted smart meter readings of energy supplies from the energy provider. In practice, side information can be available to the adversary. For example, the alternative energy source in the smart grid can be a solar panel and the adversary can have an estimation or the exact information of the solar energy supply Z t based on the current weather or his own measurement. Here, we consider another privacy problem where all previous settings of the smart grid model still hold and the adversary has additional side information of Z T . When the side information Z T is available, the adversary makes the unauthorized hypothesis testing based on his observations (Y T , Z T ). 
Similar as the condition (4), we impose the following condition on the optimal energy control strategy Γ * of the problem (13) 
